Special mention to Seguso Vetri d’Arte
Secco Sistemi receives the
“Compasso d’oro” award for 2018
Special mention
for Seguso Vetri d’Arte

The Nobel
of design
THE PRIZE
There is also a Venetian company, Trevigiana Secco Sistemi
among the leading companies
that have won the prestigious
“Com- passo D’Oro” with a design system for the construction
of doors and windows called
“OS2 75” designed by the Venetian architect Alberto Torsello
and used, for example, for the
facade of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi in Venice;
of the Bailo Museum in Treviso
and on the Rinascente in Rome.
Together with the Preganziol
factory that deals with integrated systems for windows and
doors and facades, yesterday
afternoon in Milan in the setting of Castello Sforzesco other
Italian excellences were awarded. Alfa Romeo Giulia, Prada
Foundation, Technogym and
Enel, with its innovative bill 2.0.
There are also kitchen applian-

ces such as the hood integrated
in Elica’s Nikolatesla hob, the lighting by Discovery Sospensione
for Artemide, the Eclipse taps by
Boffi, but also footwear and museum fittings. These are some of
the winners of the Compasso d’oro Adi award, the most famous
acknowledgement of Italian design - now in its 25th edition - presented yesterday afternoon at Castello Sforzesco in Milan. Among
the many special mentions, we
should point out that of the Seguso Vetri d’arte by the brothers
Pier- paolo and Gianluca Seguso.
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THE HISTORY OF SEGUSO
Enthusiasm for the “official mention”
also by the Seguso brothers. “This
award confirms the constant striving
for innovation of our company - miles
- say Gianluca, president of the company, which bases its roots in 1397,
and Pierpaolo Seguso - and fills us
particularly with pride - ché is not a
recognition of the product but of our
company philosophy, the intra- management taken by Seguso Vetri d’Arte in communicating its values and
with them the most authentic image of Murano. Designing means designing innovation, breaking down
and investing in ideas, believing that
we can do better and better.

